PART I

BOX 1:


"Snow Fairies" - Poem and related material, including illustration by Susan Carlton Smith for Jack and Jill, 1960.


J. Frank Duryea, Data Relevant to the Development of America's First Gasoline Automobile, spiral bound copy of TS, c1942.

Untitled manuscript - carbon of TS, 538p., n.d.

"The Elephant at Christmas" - carbon of TS, 70p., n.d.

"Magnolia Creepers" - original TS, 304p., n.d.

"The Elephant" - original TS, 162p., n.d.

"The Queen's Most Honourable Pirate" - TS with printer's instructions, 135p., and 5 letters relating to its publication, 1-21 Nov 1960.

"The Elephant in the Barn" - revised TS, c1961, 54p; some printer's instructions, 1 letter. 8 Mar 1962.

"The Elephant at Christmas" - carbon of TS, 70p., n.d.

"The Queen's Most Honourable Pirate" - carbon of TS, 81p., n.d.
"Beckoning Hill" manuscripts - tissue sheets - wrapped; pages disordered; some original, most carbons; n.d.

"The Queen's Most Honourable Pirate" - original TS with revisions; 76p., n.d.


"Uncle and I and Mr. Jarvis", 153p., n.d., original TS with revisions.

Two letters relating to publication; one additional letter, Oct and Nov 1960.

BOX 2:


"The Enemies" - original TS with revisions, 536p., n.d.

"Retreat to Joy" - carbon of TS, 381p., 5 misc. typed pages; 2 letters, 1932, laid in front of box.

"Of Lasting Interest. The Story of the Reader's Digest" - Layout sheets for printing with instructions; original TS with printer's instructions, 270p., June 1958.

Untitled manuscript - carbon of TS; 297p., n.d.


"What Advertising Is" - original TS, printer's instructions, c555p., n.d.

Two letters from publishers, 1958, 1960.

BOX 3:

Folders with material on literary figures:
1: R.L. Stevenson
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- "The Lantern Bearer: A Life of Robert Louis Stevenson for the Young Reader" - original TS with revisions, 47p.
- 21 misc. pages representing different stages in mass.
- letter, 4 May 1948, P.F. Collier & Son Corporation.

2: Lowell
   - Misc. notes on Lowell taken from other works, c22p., n.d.
   - Mss. fragment, 7p., some handwritten sheets.

3: William Dean Howells
   - Misc. typed and handwritten notes on Howells and his work, 11p., n.d.

4: T.S. Eliot
   - Misc. typed and handwritten notes, 9p., n.d.

5: Matthew Arnold
   - Misc. typed and handwritten notes, 12p., n.d.

6: Edgar Allen Poe
   - Misc. typed and handwritten notes, 11p., n.d.

7: James Joyce
   - Two newspaper articles: 15 June 1962, 26 Jan 1941.

8: Joseph Conrad

9: Rudyard Kipling
   - Misc. typed and handwritten notes, 7p., n.d.

10: A.E. Housman
    - Article on "The Alumni Council of Amherst College" containing biography of Robert Frost.

11: Thomas Hardy
    - Misc. typed and handwritten notes, 20p., n.d.


13: Poems, original typescripts, carbons, and handwritten, n.d.


Original typescripts, limericks, loose, n.d.

Folder of limericks, original typescripts and carbons, some revised; including letter from Look magazine, 13 Mar 1982.
"Odder than you know" - poems, original typescript, 59p., n.d.

"If art were good" - poems, original typescript, some revisions, 48p., n.d.

"Berkshire" - poems, original typescript, 48p., n.d.

"North Street" - poems, carbon of TS, 44p., n.d.

"If art were good" - poems, carbon of TS, n.d.

"The Queen's most honourable pirate" - short story, carbon of typescript, 81p., n.d.

"North Street" - poems, carbon of TS, with revisions, c60p., n.d.

"Odder than you know" - poems, carbon of TS, 59p., n.d.

"Leaders in Marketing: Albert Wesley Frey" - offprint of article from Journal of Marketing, Vol. 27, No. 4, October 1963, pp. 73-74, 30 copies.

"Advertising and the soul's belly: Repetition and memory in magazine advertising" - article, carbon of TS, 44p., n.d.


Folder: Journal of Marketing correspondence
- Correspondence with JM, 1961-62.

Folder: Wood's personal file

"Stephen Grode" - fiction, original TS with revisions, 251p., c1933.
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Untitled manuscript - fiction, original TS, with revisions and 19p. "Inserts for galley no. . .", c400p., no date. In Bobbs-Merrill shipping package, addressed to J.P. Wood at Amherst College, no postmark.


BOX 4:

Folders with material on literary figures:
1: Criticism (general) - misc. typed and handwritten notes, 70p., n.d.

   Three relevant magazine articles.

   Two copies.

4: English 3 - copies of syllabi, 1940-1943.

5: E. Arnold Bennett - misc. typed and handwritten notes, 12p., n.d.

   Three relevant magazine articles.

7: Third Southern writers workshop Registration List.
   "The beginning writer and the big magazines" - original typescript
   for Southern Writers Workshop, 18p., 6 August 1959.
   "Chapter I - 'The House' - carbon of TS., 2p., with note "any
   criticism, Mr. Wood?".
   1959.
   Program of Southern Writers Workshop, August 2-7, 1959.

8: John Galsworthy - misc. typed and handwritten notes, 63p., n.d.

9: Samuel Butler - misc. typed and handwritten notes, 9p., n.d.

10: J.M. Barrie - misc. typed and handwritten notes, 7p., n.d.
    One relevant article.


    One relevant article, 1959.

14: George Meredith - misc. typed and handwritten notes, 21p., n.d.

15: G.B. Shaw - misc. typed and handwritten notes, 21p., inc. English 3
    syllabus for 1941.
One relevant article, 1941.

16: Lytton Strachey - misc. typed and handwritten notes, 9p., n.d.

17: Oscar Wilde (and 1890s) - misc. typed and handwritten notes, 18p., n.d.


19: Taxes - Individual tax returns, various dates from 1941 to 1953; related personal documents.

Book section of the Philadelphia Inquirer, March 29, 1949.

Advertisement for Selling Forces by Hobart and Wood.

"Odder than you know" - poems, carbon of TS, 60p., n.d.

Folder: misc. poems, manuscript fragments, letters (dated 1953-54), some revisions.

"The elephant" - fiction, carbon of TS, 149p., n.d.

"North Street" - poems, original TS, 44p., n.d.

The elephant stories:
"The elephant comes" - carbon of TS, 8p., n.d.
"The elephant and the dogcatcher" - original TS, 7p., n.d.
"The elephant and the dogcatcher" - carbon of TS, with revisions, 7p., n.d.
"The elephant and the dogcatcher" - carbon of TS, 7p., n.d.
"The elephant on the picnic" - carbon of TS, 7p., n.d.
"The elephant and the kites" - carbon of TS, 6p., n.d.
"The elephant goes camping" - carbon of TS, 9p., n.d.
"The elephant and the dogcatcher" - carbon of TS, 7p., n.d.
"The elephant goes camping" - carbon of TS, 9p., n.d.
"The elephant and the licorice drop rain" - carbon of TS, 6p., n.d.
"The elephant's birthday party" - original TS, 6p., n.d.

Fragment - original TS, 1p., n.d.
"The snow elephant" - carbon of TS, pp. 57-64, labeled "do not use in J & J".

Untitled carbon of TS, with revisions [originally "The elephant minds the house"] - 7p., n.d.

Fragment - original TS, 1p., n.d.

Untitled carbon of TS, with revisions [originally "The elephant at the shore"] - 10p., n.d.
"The elephant and the kites" - carbon of TS, with revisions, 8p., n.d.
"The elephant at the county fair" - carbon of TS, 8p., n.d.
"The elephant at the county fair" - carbon of TS, 8p., n.d.
"The elephant and the kites" - original TS, with revisions, 6p., n.d.
"The elephant at the shore" - carbon of TS, 11p., irregular numbering, n.d.
Untitled original TS, with revisions, 9p., 7 carbons, n.d.
"The elephant goes swimming" - carbon of TS, 8p., n.d.
"Christmas eve at Dingle House" - carbon of TS, with revisions, 9p., n.d.
Fragment - "Teddy" - original TS, 1p., n.d.
"The elephant becomes a smuggler" - carbon of TS, 6p., n.d.
"The elephant and the licorice-drop rain" - offprint from Jack and Jill, August 1955, pp. 44-49.


More elephant stories:
"The elephant and the kites" - original TS, 6p., n.d.
"The elephant minds the house" - original TS, 6p., n.d.
Fragment - Untitled carbon of TS, pp. 46-54, n.d.
Fragment - untitled original of TS, pp. 44-53, n.d.
"The elephant at Christmas" - original TS, with revisions, 7p., n.d.
"The elephant becomes a smuggler" - "First revised proof", Jack and Jill, September 1955, pp. 38-42.
"The elephant" - carbon of TS with revisions, pp. 1-23; 30-36; 43-50; 58-80; 87-102, n.d.
"The elephant at Christmas" - by "James St. Briavels" - carbon of TS, with revisions, 7p., n.d.
Untitled manuscript - fiction, original TS, with revisions, 6p., n.d.
"Christmas Eve at the Dingle House" - original TS, 10p. n.d.
"The elephant goes sledding" - carbon of TS, with revisions, 6p., n.d.
"The elephant goes sledding" - carbon of TS, 7p., n.d.
"The elephant minds the house" - carbon of TS, 7p., n.d.
"The elephant and the kites" - carbon of TS, 6p., n.d.
"The elephant becomes a smuggler" - carbon of TS, 6p., n.d.
"The elephant plays hooky" - carbon of TS, 7p., n.d.
"The elephant plays hooky" - carbon of TS, 7p., n.d.
Notes - 1p., n.d.
Fragment - 1p., n.d.
"The elephant and David" - carbon of TS, 6p., n.d.
"The elephant and David" - carbon of TS, 6p., n.d.
Fragments - 4p., n.d.
"The elephant plays hooky" - carbon of TS, with revisions, 7p., n.d.

"Horse of another color" - original TS, with revisions, 7p., n.d.

Candida Donadio (literary representative) to J.P. Wood - 22 Aug 1955.

"The elephant" - fragment, carbon of TS, 2p., n.d.


Nancy Ford, ed. to Mrs. Marks - 30 Nov 1960, 1p.
Elephant stories:
"The elephant diamond" - carbon of TS, with revisions, 6p., n.d.
"The elephant reindeer" - original TS, with revisions, 7p., n.d.
"The elephant reindeer" - carbon of TS, 7p., n.d.
"The elephant at Christmas" - original TS, with revisions, 7p., n.d.
"The elephant at Christmas" - carbon of TS, 8p., n.d.
"The elephant at Christmas" - carbon of TS, 8p., n.d.
"The elephant reindeer" - carbon of TS, 7p., n.d.
"The elephant diamond" - carbon of TS, 7p., n.d.
"The ice skaters" - carbon of TS, 7p., n.d.
"The elephant at the county fair" - carbon of TS, 7p., n.d.
"The elephant at Christmas" - carbon of TS, 7p., n.d.
"The elephant diamond" - carbon of TS, 7p., n.d.
"The elephant at the county fair" - carbon of TS, 7p., n.d.
"The elephant at the county fair" - carbon of TS, 7p., n.d.
"The elephant and the space flight" - 8p., n.d.

Untitled story - original TS, 7p., n.d.
Untitled story - carbon of TS, with revisions, 10p. n.d.
"The elephant and David" - original TS, 6p., n.d.

Envelope containing assorted articles about the S.S. United States, fragments of mss. on trip aboard the S.S. United States, c1952.

Envelope containing assorted clippings of book reviews by JPW, c1932-34.

Folder - poems by JPW, undated, both original typescripts and carbons; several attached letters, dated 1956, 1959.
Folder - containing fiction, articles, and reviews, as follows:
Fiction: "My uncle's wooden head" - carbon of TS, 4p., n.d.
"Night storm" - carbon of TS, 21p., n.d.
"Pentagon country store" - carbon of TS, 5p., n.d.
"Casualty" - carbon of TS, 9p., n.d.
"Uncertain victory" - carbon of TS, 7p., n.d.
Articles: "About some fiction" - carbon of TS, 5p., n.d.
"Writing for children" - original TS, 9p., 1957.
Untitled mss, ditto sheets, 5p., n.d.

"The elephant" - carbon of TS, c150p., n.d.

Folder - articles on the history of the automobile; "Mr. Broadway in the blue grass" - fiction, TS, 30p., n.d.; "Shooting down the mistletoe" - article, carbon of TS, 2p., n.d.; "Father and Henry the worm" - fiction, original TS, 5p., n.d.; "The fright over Henry the worm" - fiction, original TS, with revisions, 6p., n.d.; "The fright over Henry the worm"
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Folder - Reviews - assorted, carbons of TS, n.d.


"Walk on the ceiling no more" - limericks, original TS, 47p., n.d.

"Who pays the piper" - fiction, carbon of TS, 290p., n.d.

"The elephant in the barn" - fiction, carbon of TS, 54p., n.d.

"The Queen's most honourable pirate" - fiction, carbon of TS, 134p., n.d.

Datebook, 1961 - diary in Wood's hand.

"The Queen's rebel purviance" - original TS with revisions, 141p., n.d.


BOX 5:

Folder - "When I was Jersey" - fiction, carbon of TS, c95p., n.d.; "The honest audience" - article, original TS, with revisions, 12p., n.d.; 7 loose carbons pp.; "The honest audience" - carbon of TS, 12p., n.d.


Folder - assorted articles, c1969, brochures, including "Report of the commissioner of police of the Metropolis [London] for the year 1967", original printed wrappers,

Folder - labeled "1967-"This is advertising"; unidentified fragment, fiction, carbon of typescript, pp. 102-114; assorted chapters from "This is advertising," carbon of TS, n.d.
"Very wild animal stories" - fiction, carbon of TS, several stories pinned together, n.d.

Folder - "I told you so - a life of H.G. Wells" - carbon of TS, 149p., n.d.


Notes for and draft of "Scotland Yard" - history for young adults, fastened together - primarily original TS, with revisions, n.d. Letter laid in, 24 Jan 1969; draft: 170p.


"Concord" - carbon of TS, 111p., n.d.


"The snark was a boojum: A life of Lewis Carroll" - biography, carbon of TS, 161p., n.d.


BOX 6:


"Concord" - history, carbon of TS, 111p., n.d.


"Holiday" - original TS, with revisions, labeled "Curtis, Pt 2," pp. 205-316.

Notes for and draft of "About poetry," fastened together - literary criticism, original TS, with revisions, n.d.

Folder - "The admirable Cotton Mather" - original TS, with revisions and printer's instructions, 126p., plus index, c1971; galleys, with corrections; duplicate set of galleys.


"Emily Elizabeth Dickinson" - biography, carbon of TS, with revisions, 175p., headed by ltr to Thomas Nelson Inc., 27 Dec 1971, including 6 pp. of changes and corrections; 2pp. suggestions to editor.

Folder - "This little pig: The story of marketing" - history, carbon of TS, 189p., n.d.; second copy of index laid in front, 6p.; suggestions for jacket, 1p.

Folder: "The man with two countries (The Queen's rebel purviance)" -
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historical novel, carbon of TS, 157p., n.d., preceded by author's note (2p.), 7 revised pp., fastened together.


Folder - notes for and draft of "Spunkwater, spunkwater! A life of Mark Twain" - biography, original TS, with revisions, fastened together, n.d., mss. 147pp.

Folder - "This is advertising" - original TS, with revisions, fastened together, n.d.

Loose leaf binder - notes for and draft of "The admirable Cotton Mather" - original TS, with revisions; mss draft: 115p., n.d.

"Poetry is real" - carbon of TS, with revisions, 149p., n.d., 3p notes preceding, all fastened together.

Notes for and draft of "The man who hated Sherlock Holmes: A biography of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle for the young reader" - original TS of notes, carbon of TS, with revisions of mss., 125p., n.d., all fastened together.

BOX 7:

Folder - "Hugh (sic) and cry" - carbon of TS, 159p., n.d.; notes for (original TS, 33p.) and original TS of "Hue and cry", 145p., n.d., tied together with string.

Folder - labeled "Cook stories" and "Pix stories and reports to Van Ness".

"Report on sample issues of Pix and Sunday Digest", carbon of TS, 12p., 18 Apr 1968, two copies; notes for mss., original TS, 8p., n.d.

"Adventure on Stuart Street, part one" - original TS, 6p., n.d.

"Adventure on Stuart Street, part two" - original TS, 6p., n.d.

"Adventure on Stuart Street, part three" - original TS, 6p., n.d.

"Adventure on Stuart Street, part four" - original TS, 6p., n.d.

"Adventure on Stuart Street, part five" - original TS, 7p., n.d.


"Adventure in Alaska" - fiction, original TS, with revisions, 7p., n.d.

"The four billy goats" - fiction, original TS, with revisions, 6p., n.d.

"The false partridge" - fiction, carbon of TS, 7p., n.d.

"The builders" - fiction, carbon of TS, 7p., n.d.

"Trial by fire dog" - carbon of TS, 7p., n.d.


"Trial by fire" - fiction, original TS, with revisions, 7p., n.d.
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"Trapped in the dark" - fiction, original TS, 7p., n.d., 1p. notes.
"A little too late" - fiction, carbon of TS, 6p., n.d.

Correspondence and miscellaneous items, circa 1965 - A-C.
Correspondence and miscellaneous items, circa 1965-66 - D-G.
Correspondence and miscellaneous items, circa 1964-65 - R-Z.
Correspondence and miscellaneous items, circa 1965-66 - H-M.
Correspondence and miscellaneous items, circa 1965-66; including multiple copies of TS for "Ambition," "Hunting", and a single copy of "The man who found Janice." Primarily "M".

Folder - Brochures, articles, ephemera on the stock markets; approx. 40 items, circa 1965.
Folder - Brochures, articles, notes, ephemera on holly; approx 33 items, including original TS, "Seven on the holly" ("As cheerful as the holly tree"), 21pp., with revisions, n.d. and carbon of TS, n.d. Initial item: brochure on the stock market.
Folder - labeled "Morrell", primarily correspondence with Morrell Gipson, editor at Seabury and Crown, circa 1966-67.

BOX 8:
Folder - untitled mss., carbon of TS, 253p., n.d., English class list laid in.
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"Open space in relation to Penjerdel" - article, carbon of TS, 56p., n.d.

Folder - labeled "Doubleday", includes class notes, book summary materials for Books for English Teachers, and correspondence with a number of Doubleday editors, primarily Elizabeth Connor, Kenneth McCormick, Robert Carter, and Lisa Drew.

Folder - labeled "Roberts," notes and drafts, both original TS and carbon of TS, of "An Unforgettable Character - Kenneth Roberts"; includes record of his meetings with Roberts; n.d., ca. 1958-59.

Folder - labeled Addison-Wesley-Kathleen C. Leverich, includes correspondence with Addison Wesley, particularly Kathleen Leverich, and book blurbs, 1976-79.


"Trust Thyself: The life of Ralph Waldo Emerson for the young reader" - carbon of TS, 185p., n.d.


Folder - Miscellaneous short pieces (e.g., "The man who found Janice," "Harry and I," "Very wild animal stories," untitled elephant story, "Hopping salad eaters," "Animal," "Honey cat," both original TS and carbons, including carbon of TS - "The little three: Amherst, Williams, Wesleyan;" also misc. correspondence, 1963, and one letter following JPW's decision to return to Amherst, 1/4/46, attached to vita.

Folder - labeled Brown, primarily correspondence between JPW and James Oliver Brown, 1962-63.


Folder - labeled "P-Q-J", miscellaneous materials on Penjerdel, incl draft article, carbon of TS with revisions, 5p., n.d., correspondence with the University of Pennsylvania, 1962.
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Copy of article "Frequency in print advertising," (Media/Scope, April 1962, pp.60-68.

Folder - labeled School, primarily TS and galleys for Jack and Jill series "What School was like then," by "Henry Soudley," 1955.


Folder - labeled "U-V-W", two short stories, carbons of TS, n.d., correspondence (2/2/63) connected with one.

Folder - labeled "X-Y-Z", story, "My father is a zoo keeper," carbon of TS, n.d.


Folder - labeled J&J, including misc. materials relating to Jack and Jill, offprints of the elephant stories, correspondence from readers, misc. JPW correspondence relating to the magazine.


"The little three - Amherst, Williams, Wesleyan" - carbon of TS, 20p., n.d.
Folder - Miscellaneous correspondence, ca1962-1963; several offprints of articles for *Journal of Marketing.*
BOX 9:

Folder - Miscellaneous notes, Letter, 4 March 1966, article, "My father is on the air, as told by Patty Blair, aged 8," 6p., n.d.

Folder - Miscellaneous correspondence, December 1965, January 1966 (3 letters), brochures, and catalogues.

Folder - labeled "Jack and Jill - Finish this story", including memos, letters, readers' letters, relating to Jack and Jill, ca. 1961.


Folder - labeled "Flood," includes fiction, "The symbolical horse," original [?] TS, 300p., n.d.

Envelope - containing misc. notes and fragments of TS on the stock markets, n.d.

Folder - labeled "Finish this story," tear sheets of 4 stories from Jack and Jill; TS for 6 additional stories in the series.

Folder - labeled J & J pieces, including tear sheets of 11 articles and stories from Jack and Jill, under the name of JPW, James St. Briavels, and Henry Soudley; TS for 4 additional articles in the "My father is" series.

Folder - labeled "Verse with Susan Smith," includes tear sheets of 18 poems from J & J, all illustrated by Susan Smith.

Folder - labeled "Children's letters," includes letters from young readers, ca1960-65.

Folder - labeled "What school was like then," includes tear sheets of 2 articles from J & J, carbons of TS for 8 articles in the series.


"Strange uncertainty" - fiction, original TS, 425p., n.d.

JPW diary for 1952.

Bookjacket of Magazines in the United States, with NYTimes article on Van Nostrand Press laid in.


"Care-taker for God" - fiction, carbon of TS, 17p., n.d.

Folder - labeled "Conclusion," includes notes, articles, photos on advertising, letters of permission to reproduce material, ca1957.


BOX 10:

Folder - labeled "Disordered notes used for Story of Advertising," includes notes, both handwritten and typed, articles, fragments of draft.
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Folder - labeled "Plymouth," includes assorted pamphlets, brochures, postcards about Plymouth (Plimouth) Plantation.


"The fourth beginning - 1955" - fragment of mss. on Wilbraham Academy, pp123-166, carbon of TS, n.d.

"Wilbraham notes" - misc. notes, n.d.


Envelope - labeled "What school was like, also Man in Bronx, Retired Horse," includes 3 elephant story mss. ca7p. ea., n.d.; 8 retired horse mss., ca3p. ea., n.d.; untitled ms. fragment, 107p., n.d.

Folder - labeled "Eben Henson," misc. material about Eben Henson.

Folder - labeled Personal (Correspondence), misc. correspondence ca1961-62; several copies JPW vita.

Folder - labeled "Georgia," includes ephemera connected with 1961 writers' workshop.

"Adventure in the Night" - fiction, original TS, 70p., n.d.

Fragment of mss, original TS, pp.40-45, n.d.

"The elephant in the rain" - fiction, carbon of TS, ca45p., n.d.

Folder - labeled "Elephant," includes carbons of TS, "The elephant in the rain" (ca45p.), "The elephant at Christmas" (2 copies, ca49p.), and several mss. fragments.

Folder - labeled "Jack & Jill tear sheets," includes tear sheets for
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ca57 poems, stories, articles of JPW for Jack & Jill.


Folder - "D.C.Cook samples," 25 copies "Bible-in-Life" and "Sunday Digest" issues.

Folder - labeled "Strange uncertainty," fiction, original TS, ca497p., n.d., one handwritten sheet laid in.

BOX 11:

Box - labeled "Boston Notes," includes brochures, maps, articles, promotional and statistical material on the city of Boston, unorganized typewritten notes, article, "Boston," original TS, ca89p., n.d.

"Who pays the piper" - fiction(?), ca290p., n.d.

"Flood" - fiction, ca258p., n.d.


Notebook containing letters, diary entries, poems, and several fragments; both handwritten and typed, ca1935.

Folder - labeled "Uncle and I," includes fiction, "Uncle and I and Mr. Jarvis," carbon of TS, ca132p., n.d.


Folder - labeled "Uncle and I," includes fiction, "Uncle and I and Mr. Jarvis," original TS with revisions and carbon of TS, ca154p., n.d., one extra section laid in.

Folder - Poems, misc., many untitled, n.d.
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Envelope - labeled "Old verse, Corr. re Soul's Belly, old Ga. notes," included:
Folder - labeled "Pirate," includes fiction, "The Queen's most honourable pirate," carbon of TS, ca134p., n.d.
Folder - labeled "Ga.," includes newspaper articles relating to Southern Writers Workshop and speeches given, 1956 and 1959.
Folder - poems, n.d.
Folder - poems, n.d., including fragment of long poem, "North Street;" article, "Town Swift and his wonderful Uncle; or, Tiddlewink and the Bobbsey Twins," carbon of TS, ca18p., n.d.
Folder - labeled "Advertising & the soul's belly," includes correspondence, ca1960-62; several offprints of articles on advertising.

Diary, 1945.

Diary, 1924.

BOX 12:

Folder - Correspondence, letters to "Dearest Emily," ca'56 [1856]; occasionally annotated in what appears to be JPW's hand.

Diary, 1929.

Diary - dates unclear, ca1932-1935.

Folder - labeled "English notes, Amherst." includes unorganized notes, both handwritten and typed, on English literary figures, mimeographed examinations and syllabi, [1938?].


Envelope - labeled "Gallup piece," article, "Young America speaks," by Dr. George H. Gallup and James Playsted Wood, carbon of TS, 113p., 1962; 6 corrected pp. in front.


Envelope - labeled "Harper corr.," primarily correspondence with staff at Harper & Brothers, ca1960-62.

Envelope - labeled "Kennedy," includes untitled draft mss. on JFK, carbon of TS with revisions, ca37p., n.d.; biography, "He was a man," original TS, 42p., n.d.; letter referring to mss. 17 April 1964; "He was a man," carbon of TS, with revisions, ca41p., n.d.; draft of mss., original TS, 37p., n.d.
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BOX 13:

Folder - labeled "Illustrations," includes 2 photographs of magazine title pages, ephemera relating to magazines.

Folder - labeled "1848 books," includes typed and handwritten notes re books published in 1848 or about 1848; article, "The presidential convention in Philadelphia, 1848," original TS, with revisions, 13p., n.d.; article, "Presidential convention in Philadelphia one hundred years ago," carbon of TS, 8p., [1948?].

Folder - miscellaneous material on history of magazines in the United States, both typed and handwritten notes, articles.

Folder - labeled "The elephant in the Pentagon," fiction, 22 sections, ca3p. ea., cleared by the War Department, 21 Mar 1945; several additional fragments of elephant stories laid in.


Folders - A-T, include notes, mss. fragments, correspondence [ca1946-47], newspaper articles, photos [magazine title pages and illustrations].

Manuscript, fiction, "The elephant in the Pentagon," assorted short stories, ca3-4p. ea., n.d., incl. pencil illustrations; mss. fragments and 1 letter to JPW from Bet laid in.

Notebook - fragments.

Notebook - notes of book titles [Bet?].


Envelope - labeled "Maxwell Field Papers," includes material related to newspaper and radio services, Maxwell Field, Alabama, ca1943.

Envelope - labeled "Digest B(k?) notes (including orig. stuff from Sterling)," refoldered; includes mss. fragments, notes, articles, memos, letters, ca1943-1960.

BOX 14:

Envelope - labeled "Miscellaneous semi-discarded verse out of a [??])," includes poems, original and carbons of TS, ca1931-33, some handwritten notes.

Folder - miscellaneous notes, newsclippings, letter of inquiry about the S.S. United States.

Folder - labeled "Happy is the eye," misc. notes on various subjects.


Folder - Notes and materials relating to Army Air Force command, Officer Training School, Miami Beach, Florida, ca1942-43.


Notebook - includes reports, personal accounts, copy of promotion, poems, pencil drawings, [Maxwell Field, Alabama], ca1942-43.

Notebook - includes Army information, brochures, fact sheets, activities reports, ca1944.


Envelope - labeled "Quietly mss.," includes untitled handwritten mss., disordered pp., n.d.

Envelope - labeled "Fine Arts, Rel.71," includes papers from College, ca1925.


Untitled mss. fragment, fiction, pp. 59-815, n.d.

Envelope - labeled "Elephant," includes assorted elephant stories, original TS, n.d., evaluation laid in.
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BOX 15:


Envelope - labeled "Maps," "JPWood, Capt. AC," includes 9 maps.

Envelope - labeled "Short stories/piece on Thoreau," includes notes on Thoreau, untitled fiction, carbon of TS, 2 copies, 21p., n.d.

Envelope - labeled "Dean," includes typed notes on the forest, article, "Bargain paradise: The royal forest of Dean," original TS, ca15p., n.d.

Folder of carbon paper.


Envelope includes fiction, "Go by car if you want to see the British Isles," carbon of TS, ca18p., n.d.; article, "Maiden voyage - tourist class," carbon of TS, ca19p., n.d.

Folder - war material, including, copies of War Times, Firepower, memos, fact sheets, news releases, ca1943-1945.

Folder - includes assorted unaddressed postcards, news clippings, one War Dept. letter on insurance, ca.1945.

Folder - labeled "Gingerly, David," includes untitled mss. fragment, fiction, original TS, with revisions, ca 58, n.d.; additional unordered pg., handwritten and typed, n.d.


Folder - unlabeled, includes brochure, "Holiday Manuscript Requirements, n.d.

Folder - unlabeled, includes 5 poems [ca1932], fragments, n.d.; syllabi
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for Philosophy 71, papers for philosophy, English, education, ca1925-27.

Folder - includes untitled mss, fragments, fiction, handwritten and original TS, n.d.

Bound TS, poems, "Spate," October, 1931, clippings from newspaper of two of the poems, published in December 1932, under different titles, pasted in below originals.

Folder - labeled "Be[??] Hill notes," includes wideranging background notes for novel, disordered draft pages, both original TS and carbon, n.d.

Envelope - labeled "War Times," includes copies of War Times, ca1944-45.

BOX 16:

Envelope - labeled "Old pay vouchers (dead file)," includes pay vouchers, regulations, technical manuals of the U.S. Army, ca1943.

Folder - labeled "Routine," includes mss. fragments, fiction, original TS and carbon, handwritten notes, no apparent order, n.d.; several memos of War Department, ca1944.

Envelope - labeled "Ridley," includes cartoon of JPW, assorted mss. and fragments, including several elephant stories; untitled fiction about Ridley, 10p. with carbon, n.d.; article, "Classified," original TS, 5p., n.d., with rejection letter from the New Yorker, 5 Sept 1945; "History of the Industrial Services Division (contd), 1 July 1944 to 1 May 1945, carbon of TS.


15 issues of The Saturday Review, March-July 1946.

[CHECK] Expandable file - correspondence from family and friends, ca80 pcs., ca1943-44; poems, carbon of TS, 12p., n.d.


BOX 17:


Foldered - typed notes, background readings, for "The Snark Was a Boojum...," draft, original TS with revisions, ca139p., n.d.


Article, "Washington is Wonderful" - original and carbon of TS, ca50p., n.d.; carbon of additional TS, ca60p., n.d.; background notes.

Article, "Youth asks the President" - carbon of TS, ca90p., n.d. [President referred to is Johnson].


Original TS, with revisions, biography of Emily Dickinson, ca181pp., n.d., with notes of background materials and draft paragraphs, all fastened together.


Mss - biography of Emily Dickinson, carbon of TS, with revisions, ca150p., n.d.

"This is advertising," carbon of TS, ca159p., n.d., fastened together.

Packet, fastened together - labeled "Irving notes," includes miscellaneous notes and background material on Washington Irving.


Mss. - fiction, "The elephant tells," several short pieces, labeled "...duplicate of manuscript as sent to Regnery 5 February 1968)."
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Mss. - untitled [biography of Mark Twain(?)], original TS, with revisions and printer's instructions, ca151p., n.d.

Mss. - untitled, fiction, original TS, with printer's instructions, ca107p., n.d.


BOX: 18


Galleys for "Poetry is," 63 galleys, n.d.


Mss. - "Poetry is real", carbon of TS, ca149p., n.d.

Mss. - "What school was like then," carbon of TS, ca70p., n.d.

Mss. - 5 short mss., ca10p., n.d.


BOX 19:

Files A - Q - Correspondence, ca1966-1982, with occasional manuscript
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drafts, offprints, and miscellaneous ephemera.

BOX 20:

Files R - Z - Correspondence, ca1966-82, with occasional manuscript
drafts, offprints, and miscellaneous ephemera.

Folder - labeled "Speeches, articles, stories," includes assorted mss.,
original and carbons of TS, offprints, ca1926-74.

Folder - labeled "Windows," includes fiction, "The windows of heaven,"
carbon of TS, ca277p., n.d.

Folder - labeled "American lit. notes (parts elsewhere), includes
syllabi English 12, 19, 20, notes and outlines, 1935-38(?).

Folder - labeled "Bradley," includes fiction, "Death of Hart Bradley,"
carbon of TS, ca247p., n.d.

Mss. - "No blood on the ice,"[corrected title], original TS, with
revisions, ca166, n.d., notes and duplicate pages at end.

Loose-leaf notebook - labeled "James," includes notes for biography,
draft sections, carbon of TS, "A portrait of Henry James," ca152p.,
n.d.

Mss. - history, "Lock, stock, and barrel: The Springfield Armory, 1777-

Loose-leaf notebook - mss, fiction, "The windows of heaven," carbon of
TS, with corrections, ca277p., n.d.

Loose-leaf notebook - mss, fiction, "Over and under Mr. Morris Park, "
carbon of TS, with revisions, ca223p., n.d., some duplicate pages at
back.

Loose-leaf notebook - mss., untitled ["The conflict"?], fiction,
ca154p., n.d., 3pp. notes.

Folder - labeled "Conflict, corrected carbon," includes "The conflict,"
carbon of TS, ca203p., n.d.

Folder - labeled "Holly, two carbons," includes several versions and
copies of mss. on holly, ca70 and 100p., n.d.
PART III

BOX 21:


Folder - labeled, "The dry run at Turnabout," includes fiction, carbon of TS, ca85p., n.d.

Folder - labeled "Holly," includes article, "Heigh-ho, the holly!," carbon of TS, ca102p., n.d.


Alphabetical files, A - Z, includes newspaper and magazine articles, reports, pamphlets, advertisements, background notes, copies of speeches, dealing primarily with magazines (e.g. The Saturday Evening Post, Ladies Home Journal,) and Curtis Publishing Company. Occasional pieces of correspondence; most seem to be ca1969; other material spans decades.
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corrections, ca102p., n.d.


BOX 22:


Folder - labeled "Flood (1st draft)," includes untitled mss. ["Flood"(?)], original TS, with revisions, ca266p., n.d.

Folder - labeled "Wild Boar (orig)," includes fiction, "The wild boar strike," original TS, ca133p., n.d.;


Folder - labeled "Flood," includes fiction, "Flood," original TS, ca277p., n.d.


Folder - labeled "Elephant," includes fiction, "The elephant runs
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Folder - labeled "Blood on Ice, orig mss.," includes fiction, "No blood on the ice, by Dean Forest," original TS, ca175p., n.d.

Misc. newscletters, articles, brochures primarily relating to magazines and publishing.

BOX 23:

Notes, summaries, general background materials on guns, artillery, people related to Springfield Armory. No apparent order.


Folder - labeled "Limited Editions Club," includes monthly newsletters, prospectus, brochures, several letters, ca1973-75.

Folder - includes correspondence, TS of articles for monthly newsletter of The Limited Editions Club, ca1974-76.

Loose-leaf notebook - includes fiction, untitled mss., pp82-318, original TS, n.d.


Folder - includes mss., "What should a school teach?: Education and the quality school plan," carbons of TS, 4 versions of same article, varying lengths.


Folder - labeled, "W.James," miscellaneous notes and fragments of
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drafts, including biography, "Adorable Genius: A portrait of William
James," original TS, with revisions, ca.134p., n.d.; carbon of TS,
ca.60p., n.d.

Folder - Miscellaneous letters, brochures, reports, on Atlanta, Young &
Rubicam, education, The Reader's Digest, ca.1967; 2 copies, Of Lasting
Interest: The Story of the Reader's Digest, by JPW, condensed, original
printed wrappers.

Folder - correspondence, ca.1967; brochures, Xerox of articles.

Folder - correspondence, ca.1966, generally related to publishing;
article, "The Indian Territory," carbon of TS, 4p., n.d.

Reader's Digest, July 1965.

Folder - Correspondence, ca.1966-67, generally related to publishing.

BOX 24:

Envelope - includes selected disorganized pages of mss, mainly xeroxed,
of mss on early MA.

Folder - labeled "H-I-J," includes assorted mss., pamphlets, brochures,
correspondence, ca.1966.

Folder - labeled "Doubleday," includes book orders, mss. drafts,
brochures, several letters, ca.1966.

Folder - labeled "R," includes several carbons of mss., correspondence
related to publishing, ca.1965-67.

Folder - labeled "S," includes carbons of several short mss.,
correspondence, ca.1966-67.

Folder - miscellaneous short mss., both original and carbon TS, n.d.

Folder - labeled "P," includes pen and ink drawings, n.d.

Loose - brochures, PanAm timetable, Reader's Digest, French edition,
July 1967.

Folder - labeled "Jade," includes U.S. Government brochures on trade
regulations.

Folder - labeled "Grand Canyon," includes article offprints, position
paper, "My Position: The Southwest Water Plan," by Robert B. Kellogg,

Folder - research, correspondence, drafts for speech for American Gas
Association, ca.1966.
Folder - brochures, maps, schedules, travel information for Boston, Alaska, ca63 items, ca1964-66.

Folder - notes, background material, brochures, correspondence on Alaska, particularly the International Art Village (Wendy Jones), ca1966.

Folder - reports, brochures on Reader's Digest advertising, surveys, ca1962-67.


Biography - "The late, Reverend, Learned, and Pious Mr. Jonathan Edwards..." carbon of TS, ca142p., n.d.

Folder - fiction, assorted elephant stories (approx. 23), original and carbons of TS, one dated 1961, n.d. on others.

BOX 25:


Folder - ca29 short pieces, original TS, ca1-7pp., n.d.; several pages of notes; several carbons of TS.


Folder - ca15 short pieces, original TS, ca1-4pp., n.d.


Envelope - includes articles about and correspondence with Hamilton Pitt, ca1975-79.

Folder - correspondence, primarily with James Brown Associates, Inc. and Fabio Coen (Pantheon), and Robert L. Polley (Country Beautiful), ca1964.

Folder - correspondence, primarily concerning manuscripts, ca1964-65; several short mss., both original and carbon of TS.


Folder - brochures, catalogs, news clippings on Seabury Press, Charles E. Tuttle Co.; untitled mss about President Johnson, his family, and
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the White House, n.d.

Mss. - history, "Colonial New Hampshire," original TS, with revisions, ca140p., n.d., fastened together with several pages of notes attached front and back.


Folder - fragments, miscellaneous correspondence, ca1981, including obituary for Frances Castleman Craig, 21 September 1981.

Envelope - includes "'Scenes as seen in 1983 - Litchfield County (CT), Berkshire County (MA),' by Harlan P. Tracy," pen and ink drawings.

Loose-leaf notebook - includes poems, original and carbon of TS, some revisions, n.d.


BOX 26:


Folder - miscellaneous notes and draft pages of mss. on Wilbraham Munson Academy; brochure on centennial celebration of Christ Church Cathedral with program laid in, 23 May 1976.


Folder - random notes, diary for 1948, carbons of mss., one on advertising, one untitled.

Folder - notes, fragments (a few pages on DeWitt Wallace), short pieces, disordered; several letters, ca1981-1984.


Folder - includes fiction, "Death of Hart Bradley," original TS, with
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Folder - includes miscellaneous brochures, newscappings, cards, correspondence, 1968, 1972, ca1981-83; photographs, January, 1982; 3 x 5 cards, two-sided entries: bibliography, addresses, and personal expenditures.

Folder - labeled "Bologna," includes fiction, "Death of Hart Bradley," original TS, with revisions, ca239p., n.d.; notes and draft pages laid in at back.


Loose-leaf binder - labeled "Conflict," includes notes and assorted draft pages on holly.

Envelope - laid on top of box, includes materials on libel [1971], mss., "Libel case charge," carbon of TS, n.d.

Newsclapping, musical score laid in top of box.

BOX 27:

Folder - top sheet labeled "Money Mine notes and original," includes background notes, draft sections; fiction, "The Money mine," original TS, with revisions, ca149p., n.d.

Folder - labeled "Armory," includes brochures, notes, newscappings, some correspondence relating to Lock, Stock, and Barrel, ca1975-76.

Folder - miscellaneous notes and draft pages [primarily on cats], fiction, "Chase scene," xerox of TS, with revisions and printer's instructions, ca157p., n.d.

Folder - mss. labeled "Wilbraham and Monson," assorted pages of original and carbon TS, disordered.

Packet fastened together - labeled "Conflict - Fist draft, notes on Rome and Druidism, some holly notes," includes fiction, "Crucial conflict, The conflict [both titles listed on title page]," original TS, with revisions, ca180p., n.d.; notes; newclipping, two letters, ca1976.

Folder - originally wrapped, labeled "The house," includes fiction, untitled, original TS, with revisions, pp.51-304, some extra pages, n.d.

DeWitt Wallace material: taken from metal file box labeled "Curtis" and "Wallace:"
Folder - notes and correspondence relating to progress of the mss through various publishers, ca1981-82; envelope labeled "Wallace notes," includes notes, draft sections, and a few draft pages of the Wallace biography.

Folder - fiction, "Over and Under Mt. Morris Park," original[?] TS, a few corrections, ca208p., n.d.


Folder - original cardboard insert labeled, "DeWitt Wallace - first draft with correspondence," includes biography, "DeWitt Wallace," [first draft], original TS, with revisions, ca246p., n.d.; correspondence relating to beginning the biography, ca1981, including transcript for Wallace from the University of California.

BOX 28:


Folder - original cardboard insert labeled "Cat," includes fiction, "Cat," original TS, ca109p., n.d.

Folder - original cardboard insert labeled "The money mine," includes fiction, "The money mine," original[?] TS, ca160p., n.d.


Folder - fiction, "Flood," original TS, ca137p. [chs. 11 & 12 missing], n.d.

BOX 29:

Folder - miscellaneous teaching notes, exams, poems, short manuscripts, both handwritten and TS, ca late1930s[?].

Folder - miscellaneous poems and short fiction, several dated 1930-31; one or two letters, transcripts from Columbia, 1926-27, application to Harvard.

Folder - miscellaneous correspondence, report cards, short prose
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Folder - miscellaneous personal correspondence, ca1929-41.

Folder - originally in envelope labeled "Spate, also original of North Street," returned to JPW from W.A. Percey, Editorial, Yale Series of Younger Poets, includes poems, "Berkshire," "North Street," and "Spate," original TS and some carbon sheets, some revisions, ca1931-33.

Folder - notes on Thoreau [handwritten and typed]; mss., "The trend of Thoreau criticism in America," original TS and carbon, pages disordered, ca84p., n.d.


Folder - labeled "Eng Ag," includes examination for English Ag, 28 January 1938; notes on Thoreau, draft mss. on criticism, carbon of TS, several sections, n.d.

Folder - labeled "Faculty (finished)," includes correspondence, primarily to JPW, ca1935-36.

Folder - Correspondence, primarily to JPW, 1923, ca1934; some syllabi, biographical information from Columbia.

Envelope - refoldered, includes materials for College Entrance Examinations, April 5,1941.

Folder - miscellaneous, includes notes, poems, mss. fragments, some handwritten, some typed, n.d.


Envelope - labeled "Verse and rejected stories - dead," refoldered, includes poems, 3 short stories, 7 elephant stories, n.d.


Folder - "Untitled poems," includes ca35-40 poems, n.d.
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BOX 30:

DeWitt Wallace material:

Folder - 6 galley proofs, "Of lasting interest," with corrections, n.d.


Folder - foundry and final galley proofs, with corrections, 270 test pages, 1967.

Folder - labeled "Macalester" and "Elephant on ice," includes correspondence between JPW and individuals at Macalester, ca1967-69; brochures on the Sinclair Lewis Foundation.


Courier, Quarterly Journal for Reader's Digest Staff, worldwide, Autumn 1966, No. 19.


Folder - fiction, untitled, original TS, with revisions, ca500p., n.d.

Folder - labeled "Novel revision - 3rd copy," includes fiction, untitled fragment, carbon of TS, pp.247-538, other disordered pages.

Envelope - containing assorted advertisements, including brochure, "A century of Town & Country Advertising, 1846-1946."

Envelope - labeled "Discards. Illustrations 'Come Boy, Come Boy,' includes assorted advertisements.


Folder - contains materials originally in a small, unlabeled box. Includes, correspondence [particularly with Edith], ca. 1927-1932;

Folder - labeled "Thoreau Notes" and "Trend of Thoreau Criticism," includes handwritten notes, several disordered typed draft pages.


BOX 31:


Dust jacket - "Spunkwater, Spunkwater!: A life of Mark Twain."


Folder - mss., history, "Stock exchanges: Where they came from; what they are; what they do; how they do it," ca189p., n.d.
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books, 22 Feb 1965."

Folder - mss. fragment, fiction, "The roomers," handwritten, n.d.

Loose-leaf binder - includes mss. report: "History of The Industrial Services Division to 1 July 1944," carbon of TS.

Binder - includes clippings of articles [by JPW?] and cartoons by "Wood-Carson."

Folder - five photographs, unidentified.

Folder - Sunday School diplomas, War Department training manuals, postcards, several letters.

Folder - includes series of elephant stories, carbon of TS, n.d., accompanied by undated rejection letter from The New Yorker, originally in envelope dated 2 May 1945; correspondence related to publishing, ca1940-41; additional elephant stories; mss. fragment ["Flood?"]], with letter, 4 January 1940; 1 copy, The Saturday Review, 17 August 1946.


The New Yorker, July 21, 1945.

Miscellaneous items: Photographs of Pentagon; photograph of unidentified group of men in front of church, n.d.; 1 personal letter, 1929; government information.

BOX 32:


Folder - labeled "Galleys: Magazines in the United States, includes corrected galleys, with several added pages, ca185p., n.d.

Folder - includes galleys, Magazines in the United States, with corrections and revisions, pp. 185-515.

Folder - six photographs, numbered, to be used as illustrations.

Folder - copy of "The Courier," Thursday, April 2, 1812.

Folder - includes ca.11 unbound, unsewn copies of "New England Academy;" 6 copies of "The values of scholarship," by Donald M. Hobart, May, 1959.

Folder - labeled "Soul's Belly proofs" includes galley proofs, with corrections, and page proofs for "Advertising and the Soul's Belly: Repetition and Memory in Advertising," n.d.; review, June 1961, laid in.

Folder - includes ca5 short pieces, fiction and humor; assorted poems; n.d.

Folder - poems, assorted, including "Berkshire," "Spate," "North Street," others. Those dated included 1930, 1931, 1933; most were not.

Folder - verse, handwritten and TS, 2 letters from Betty, 1941.


Folder - miscellaneous material 1928-1933, includes correspondence, poems, short fiction, fragments, notes.

Folder - labeled "Spate and other poems," includes ca9 short fiction pieces, "I am pleased to have made an enemy," "Breakdown of Ellis Stapely," "An evening when it rained," "Ronald Hume is pleased to have made an enemy," untitled, "Man who died," "Stephen Grode," October 1937, "Will o' the wisp and the walrus.

Folder - includes handwritten fragments; poems, typed; correspondence, ca1936-37; fiction, "Offside," carbon of TS, calip., n.d.; notes and readings lists for Philosophy 162.

Folder - several poems; correspondence, 1936-37.

Folder - notes on English literature.

Folder - miscellaneous correspondence, college paper (1925); newspaper clippings and pages, ca1933; "Harper's Weekly," Saturday, January 1, 1898.

BOX 33:

Folder - labeled "found bound together," includes letters to JPW, ca1924-1932.


The Smart Set, Vol. 8, No. 2, October, 1902.
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McClure's Magazine, June, 1901.

McClure's Magazine, July, 1894, without cover.


Folder - information and notes on courses, curriculum, and faculty at Amherst, ca1939.

Folder - correspondence, business and personal, ca1929-1932.

BOX 34:


Folder - miscellaneous letters, cards, clippings, papers, ca1925-1983. Originally boxed.

Folder - 6 assorted address books and pocket notebooks; 3 are blank.

Folder - diaries of W.T. Wood [1926 & 1927].

Folder miscellaneous cards, letters, photographs, news clippings, ca1939-1977. Watercolor, unsigned.

Folder - Naturalization certificate, David Craig, 20 October 1891.


Folder - alphabetical file, A - H, including reviews of JPW books, photographs. [Originally in hinged box.]

Folder - alphabetical file, I - Z, continuation of previous. [Originally in hinged box.]

Folder - miscellaneous letters, 1948-73

Oversize:

Folder - Record, "An elephant in the family."

Folder - unidentified photograph; JPW: back row, far right.

Large print of Wilbraham Monson Academy.